With the growing complexity of todays ASICs and the number of designers involved in one VHDL A S K project, the need for a VHDL development system together with coding rules for simulation and synthesis has emerged. This paper describes the VHDL Coding Standard which has been established and the VHDL development system including code entry, code formatting, code compliance checkers, data management and multi-user project set-up.
Introduction
Designing ASICs for te1ecommunica.tion applications like SDH ("Synchronous Digital Hierarchy"), ATM ("Asynchronous Transfer Mode"), Subscriber access and GSM ("Global System for Mobile communication") results in design complexities of half a million logic gates and code developm'ent of more than a hundred thousand lines of code for VHDL testbenches, behavioral level modeling for simulation and RT-level for synthesis. The project teams, creating those complex designs, need definitely assistance in a common set of rules to apply and in tool support apart from a VHDL simulator and synthesis tool. While the expressive power, flexibility, technology and process independence and the ability of coding on different abstraction levels [1], [4] significantly contributes to the success of VHDL, these qualities may cause on the other haind severe problems, when experience and project coordination is insufficient. Potential problems are exchangeability, portability, reusability, understanding of all available language constructs a.nd unexpected behavior in simulation and in synthesis results.
Given this situation, we decided to establish a VHDL Coding Standard, which is the reference for VHDL modeling in our company and is intended to be as independent of any particular EDA tool as possible. Basically the Coding Standard is organized as a collection of rules and recommendations, which are used as reference for the VHDL development system on source code formatting and compliance checking for simulation and synthesis models. In order to cope with the huge amount of data created in the course of a VHDL project, methods and techniques known from software development [;!], [3] have been adapted and enhanced with the special features of VHDL on dependencies and primary design units for overall data management and multi-user project set-up. Figure 1 shows an overview of the structure of the VHDL development system:
. Q v e r v i e w
VGuide and the embedded XEmucs language sensitive editor represent the graplhical user interface. Pci, pco, p d i g plog and pstatus are revision control tools for administration and project data management for multi-user designs. Vfmt, dint, vpr. and vlog are VHDL source code tools for code formatting, code compliance checks, pretty printing and statistics.
The underlying reference for all tools is the VHDL coding standard.
The concepts, major tools and VHDL coding standard will be presented in the following sections.
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P r o j e c t set-up
Choosing an appropriate structure of project and user directories for storage and verification of project data is an essential prerequisite for successful project management. The chosen approach is file based data management with strict decoupling of project and working directories, the project directory structure being transparent to users and freely configurable. Revision control is implemented based on RCS("Revision Control System") [3] , since RCS offers several advantages like: lock mechanism to prevent interfering edits file storage with reverse deltas (fast access) availability of symbolic release pointers complete history of revisions including log messages. The reference versions of all source files of a project are stored in the project directory, which is maintained by a project administrator, who has write permissions to the directory. All other project members have only read permissions to files within the project tree. Below the project directory a subdirectory exists for each module. All files related to the respective modules are stored there. Files like VHDL sources and scripts, which are under revision control are kept in a directory RCS according to RCS conventions [3] . This HIERARCHY file is either automatically generated by the VHDL development system [7] or could be edited by any text editor. Based on this HIERARCHY file, compile scripts are generated, the design hierarchy is displayed graphically within the VHDL development system and check-out operations are managed for any level of hierarchy.
The second administration file is called ACCESS and defines The third one is the DATABASE file., which may be used to define any user defined directory structure, any file type to be handled, any particular dependency to be managed and name and contents of script files to be generated together with check-outs.
Data management tools
The basic task of the data management tools is to allow the project members to work on a common project directory in a coordinated way, without the need for anybody involved in the project to manually copy, move or delete any file on operation system level. Within the VHDL developmi-nt system, commands based on check-in and check-out from liCS are used and a graphical user interface is provided with a project window representing the data management for project data(see figure 3 ) and a local window managing data within users local directories(see figure 4) . The general concept is to have all functionality available from the graphical front-end (project and local window) as well as on command level of the operating system. Both ways of launching a command are functionally equivalent aind may be combined or altered at any time.
The project window assists the designer in getting an overview of the project hierarchy, of the status of all files, releases and RCS changelog information. It allows I.he creation and update of all project administration tasks like defining and changing access rights per module for users and groups and notification lists per module for users. In addition it is the frontend for check-out operations of all modules either for read-only or editing purposes including file locking at 'check-out for edit' and unlocking at checkin time. The local window of the VHDL development system is intended for all tasks of creating, verifying, beautifying, and finally checking-in the local modules of all designers involved in the project. It is the frontend for a number of VHDL source code tools:
XEmacs -language sensitive editor with VHDL mode vfmt -source code beautifier dint -VHDL code compliance checker
vpr -V H D L pretty printer
In addition the local window delivers all status information and any available script file can be executed. The commands of the local window are user configurable and expandable.
VHDL Coding Standard
VHDL as a hardware description language offers almost complete freedom to the designer in how he may model his design. Experience shows different designers have preferences for different modeling styles, data types, packages, commenting, naming styles and design partitioning.
The intention of the VHDL coding standard [5] , [6] is to provide guidelines how VHDL models should be coded to ensure portability of designs between different groups of designers and/ or different EDA platforms. Care has been taken to keep this document as independent as possible of any particular VHDL implementation or EDA vendor. However, as indicated in the RTL language section, because of the different capabilities of the different synthesis tools, this section can not be strictly tool independent.
The VHDL coding standard is written in the form of rules and recommendations, each one identified by a symbolic name, which allows for automatic rule compliance checks of VHDL sources and trace back of the violations to the corresponding rule [8] . See figure 5 for an automatic compliance check example.
The VHDL coding standard is divided into the following main parts:
General principles
This section covers the basic ideas behind the coding standard including file management, revision control and mapping between design units and files.
Code layout
All formal aspects of VHDL coding are treated in this section. Rules and recommendations from traditional programming languages [2] have been adapted. Among the topics covered therein are: naming conventions, naming strategies, readability aspects, commenting requirements, commenting styles, indentation, alignment and spacing. A large part of this section consists of predefined templates for all major VHDL constructs, which will be included by the language sensitive editor on keyword expansion [7] .
Language usage This is the most comprehensive section and deals with all items concerning VHDL language usage. Subsections exist for abstract behavioral modeling, for register transfer level modeling and a general usage subsection, which is applicable for both kind of models. The behavioral modeling part deals with language rules for behavioral simulation, testbench models and board simulation models. Main topics are the definition of data types, process partitioning, performance modelling and model portability. The RTL modeling part deals with design decomposition, data types, process partitioning and non synthesizable constructs. It was written with Synopsys synthesis in use, but having other sites of our company using synthesis tools of two different EDA companies.
Reference section
This final part contains definition and type declarations of standard and additional packages, which are part of the VHDL development system. For the definition of logic values the IEEE std-logic-1164 package is used. String and conversion packages are proprieatary packages. For arithmetic functions an industrial package [9] has been adapted according to our standard. When balloting on IEEE numeric packages is concluded, they will replace the proprieatary arithmetic package. The VHDL coding standard has been in use within our company for 3 years. It has been continuously improved through valuable feedback from current VHDL projects and is controlled by a VHDL Steering Group updating and distributing improved versions on a regular basis. In addition the standard is currently in open review within the european community ESPRIT project OM1 (Open microprocessor systems initiative) [6] .
Vlint comp 1 iance checker
However, a stand-alone VHDL coding standard with hundreds of rules and recommendations is of limited use, if no supporting tools are available to check automatically the VHDL sources of a project against those rules.This is the main task of vlint.
Vlint includes a full VHDL scanner/parser and therefore can be used to check VHDL sources for syntactical and semantic errors. The significant difference compared with VHDL compilers for simulation andlor synthesis is the required analyze time and the improved error reporting. The main subject of vlint is code compliance checking against the rules of the VHDL coding standard. Figure 5 shows an extract of a VHDL architecture and the resulting vlint messages. One mode is rule checking for synthesis, which refers to R'TL rules and general rules, the second mode is rule checking for simulation referring to behavioral modeling and general rules. Violated hard rules of the coding standard cause error messages issued by vlint, ignored recomrnendations lead to warnings from dint.
In addition dint checks a number of items, which are potential sources of errors, like: All dint output messages include the mnemonic rule identifier and a verbose pioblem description to reduce the need to read the corresponding coding standard section. 
7, VHDL beautifier
The need for a VHDL beautifier either in conjunction with a language sensitive editor or as a stand-alone formatter was identified by VHDL designers.
The result is v f i t , a source code beautifier. 
--vfmt off --vfmt on
Current work in progress on v f i t includes the feature of formatting selected ranges of the VHDL source code using metacomments. Applications are sources which contain manual pre-formatted sections or tables which should remain as they are.
. Conclusions
The previous sections have outlined the methods we established for VHDL designs in terms of coding rules and the supporting tool environment. By analyzing the statistical data on ASIC designs over the last few years, the impact of VHDL top down design on design productivity, silicon first time right and design quality is significant. For SDH ASICs the rate of first time right designs has increased to 80'70, which is significantly higher compared with designs where previous design methods have been applied and compared with industrial average. The VHDL development system is an environment which gives useful tool support to designers in their daily tasks of VHDL source code entry, verification, data management and project set-UP.
The vision of the authors is to improve this VHDL development system by further requested functionality on design reuse, verification and system functionalities.
